
    
BSNL CHENNAI TELEPHONES   

 
Promotional festive offer under GSM prepaid mobile services 

 

 On the occasion of Navratri, Dusshera, Diwali & Milad-un-Nabi, it is hereby conveyed that the 
following promotional festive offer is available during the period 17.10.2020 to 30.11.2020, in Chennai 
Telephones (including TN Circle) under GSM prepaid mobile services. 

 
A. Extra Validity offer on selective PV/STV:  

PV/STV 

 

Freebies Details 
Existing 
Validity 

Validity during 
Promo offer 

period * 

1999 

Unlimited voice Local/STD calls (Maximum 250 minutes per day 
after that tariff as per base plan) any net in Home LSA and national 
roaming including MTNL network in Mumbai and Delhi+ Unlimited 
data (speed reduced to 80 kbps after 3 GB/day) +100 SMS/day 
including MTNL area Mumbai and Delhi+ Free PRBT with unlimited 
song change option+ Lokdhun + EROS Now entertainment services 
for 2 months. 

365 

 

 

 

425 

 

699 

Unlimited free voice calls in home and national roaming including 
MTNL network roaming area of Delhi and Mumbai {The FUP 
condition of Customer using more than 250minutes outgoing 
minutes [(Local +STD +OG roaming) (On-net/off-net) as per 
Unlimited recharge benefits] in a day will be charged at base plan 
tariff after consumption of 250mins for the rest of the day till 
midnight 0.00hrs }+Unlimited free data with speed reduced to 80 
kbps after 0.5GB/day+100 SMS/day(including MTNL area Mumbai 
and Delhi). Free PRBT for first 60 days. 

160 

 

 

 

180 

 

247 

Unlimited free voice calls in home and national roaming including 
MTNL roaming area of Delhi and Mumbai(The FUP condition of 
customer using more than 250 outgoing minutes (Local +STD 
+roaming on-net and off-net) as per Unlimited recharge benefits in 
a day will be charged at base plan tariff after consumption of 250 
minutes for the rest of the day till midnight 00.00hrs) + Unlimited 
data with speed reduced to 80kbps after 3GB/day +Free 
100SMS/day(including MTNL area Mumbai and Delhi)+PRBT and 
EROS now entertainment services. 

30 

 

 

 

40 

147 

Unlimited free voice calling home and national roaming including 
MTNL roaming area of Delhi and Mumbai (The FUP condition of 
customer using more than 250 outgoing minutes {Local + STD 
+roaming on-net and off-net} as per Unlimited recharge benefits in 
a day will be charged at base plan tariff after consumption of 250 
minutes for the rest of the day till midnight 00.00hrs+10 GB data+ 
BSNL tunes. 

30 

 

 

 

35 

Note: * Content bundling of PV/STV is valid upto the original validity period only i.e, Free BSNL Tunes/Lokdhun/EROS 

Now is not available during the above extra validity offer period.  

 

B. Full Talk Time on Top-Up of Rs.60. 
 

The above offer is applicable for the period of 17.10.2020 to 30.11.2020 


